





“Yokai Arrive from Kyoto:
The Collection of the International Research Center for Japanese Studies,”
at the Yumoto Koichi Memorial JAPAN YOKAI MUSEUM (Miyoshi Mononoke Museum) 
This pamphlet provides an introduction to the works shown at the exhibition “Yokai Arrive from Kyoto: The 
Collection of the International Research Center for Japanese Studies,” held at the Yumoto Koichi Memorial JAPAN 





Tawara no Tōta is another name of Fujiwara no Hidesato, a Heian-period warrior known for having suppressed a 
rebellion by Taira no Masakado. A master of bow and arrow, Tōta one day crossed dauntlessly over a giant serpent lying 
on the Seta Bridge in the province of Ōmi (present-day Shiga prefecture). The serpent was an incarnation of the Dragon 
God, and at its request Tōta conquered a monster centipede inhabiting Mt. Mikami. As a token of gratitude, Dragon God 












































Tawara no Tōta Hidesato den






















When Shuten-dōji, the oni or demon leader of Mt. Ōe, began abducting young women from Kyoto, the warrior Minamoto 
no Yorimitsu (Raikō) and his four lieutenants called the shitennō (“four devas”) went out at the order of the emperor to 
exterminate the demon. Disguising themselves as yamabushi mountain monks, Yorimitsu and his retinue received help 




































Depicts how the warrior Minamoto no Yorimitsu (Raikō) 
and his lieutenants were tormented by the monstrous spider 































A set of nishiki-e on the theme of ghosts and yokai, produced as a supplement of the Tōzai Shimbun newspaper. 
“Obsession” (shūnen) is a persistent preoccupation, or strong attachment such as grudge and greed for something. 





























The picture is densely packed with depictions of intense heat, extreme coldness, trees with knives as leaves, and 











Naraku no shiraba jigoku ezu











Spirits of antiquities like a handled basin and a wooden stupa, 
as well as frog and turban-shell yokai, long-nosed and other 
goblins, are depicted in lively guises. The eerie black clouds 
with grotesque creatures squirming in them in the second half 




































This scroll, influenced by the Hyakki-yakō emaki (Picture of One Hundred Demons), emphasizes the humor by adding 




















(Picture Scroll: The Comical Night Parade of One Hundred Demons)
Yamamoto Kōichi, 1900
百 鬼 夜 行 絵 巻（Picture of One Hundred Demons） の 影 響 を 受 け つ つ、 神 農 絵 巻（Illustrated Scrolls of 
Shinno）などに見られる放屁の場面を加えることで、滑稽さを前面に出した作品になっています。
 9
Depicts the life of a monster couple from their matchmaking meeting and wedding, to childbirth and first visit to a 































































Heian-period scholar Ki no Haseo defeats a goblin, an inhabitant of the Suzaku Gate, in a sugoroku board game and 
wins a beautiful woman as a prize. The goblin assembles the beauty from the dead bodies of beautiesand tells Haseo she 
will become a genuine human in a hundred days if he waits patiently. Haseo can’t wait, however, and shares a bed with 






















Hakutaku (Ch. Baize), the mythical beast of Chinese legend, is said to appear before a virtuous king. It is often 
depicted as a lion with three eyes on its face and three more eyes on both sides of its body. During the Edo period 























Cucumbers are a favorite of kappa. The cucumber here looks huge. Is that because 





















Raccoon dogs, the pot-bellied tricksters, are proud of their scrotums, which are said to be as large as eight tatami 
mats, but when they suffer from abdominal pain their scrotums swell so badly they have to call a doctor. 
Anything can serve a purpose depending on how it is used. Raccoons can become the Seven Gods of Good Luck: 
Jurōjin with its scrotum worn over its head; either Daikoku or Hotei if uses it as a treasure bag; Ebisu if it 






































Senkimochi Tanuki no Shichifukujin


















(New Edition Shadow Pictures)
 16
Shows individual yokai and stories related to them. Some of the yokai here are also found in Kanō-school painters’ yokai 
scrolls, but most are not. This work also includes original yokai such as Kebō (human head, two arms and four legs with 































せ き ぞ ろ
季候など江戸時代の文化を考える上でも貴重な資料です。
Yokai are shown enjoying traditional annual events and folk customs, such as kite flying, Boy’s Festival (May 5), 
Nagoshi-no-Harae purification ritual, star festival (Tanabata), bonfire to welcome the spirits of the ancestors (mukae-bi), 
and door-to-door year-end singers (sekizoro). This work is a valuable source for studying Edo-period culture.https://lapis.nichibun.ac.jp/ema/Detail?tid=34&sid=01&did=01
Yōkai shiki fūzoku emaki











し   き
季風




























A massive earthquake that hit the Kantō region in the tenth month of 1855 (Ansei 2) was rumored to have been 
caused by the stirrings of a giant catfish under the pivot stone at the Kashima Jingū Shrine in the province of 
Hitachi (present-day Ibaraki prefecture). Numerous catfish pictures (namazu-e) were produced as a result. They 
had several themes including: punishing the catfish for causing the quake; criticizing the wealthy and those who 
became rich from post-quake reconstruction; and hoping for social reform. People were trying to laugh away the 
disaster and overcome immediate worries, wishing for change amid their ordeal.
https://shinku.nichibun.ac.jp/namazu/sakuhin.php?id=19
Namazu to kaname-ishi





















Here, wheat and black soybeans thought to be effective against measles and rhino horn for reducing fever are 
shown driving away the deity of measles. Listed in the upper half are foods considered either good or bad in 
preventing and treating measles. 
Hashika yōjōgusa































Describes a month during which Inō Heitarō fought against 
yokai and drove them away, an event that took place in 
Miyoshi in the province of Aki (present-day Hiroshima 
prefecture) in the late Edo period. At the end of the scroll is 
a list of the yokai Inō defeated along with a summary of the 
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